Conversion of carbohydrate to fat in adipose tissue: an energy-yielding and, therefore, self-limiting process
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ABSTRACT A theoretical analysis of the energy metabolism associated with the conversion of glucose to fat is presented. In tissues where the pentose cycle furnishes some of the NADPH required for fatty acid synthesis, this conversion is an ATP-yielding process. In rat adipose tissue the maximal rate of glucose conversion to fat can be quantitatively predicted on the basis of the tissue's ability to use the ATP which is generated in excess during this conversion.

The energy-generating nature of this process provides the means for a type of regulation which depends on metabolic state and which, during fasting, contributes to the sparing of carbohydrate.

Impairment of lipogenesis in the fasting state is attributed to a decrease in the activity of the malate cycle and to the presence of free fatty acids. However, rather than by inhibiting specific enzymes, it is by virtue of their quality as substrates for energy production that free fatty acids and their CoA derivatives appear to inhibit de novo lipogenesis.

The regulatory phenomena discussed here may explain the failure of the attempts made to identify the rate-limiting step for de novo lipogenesis in adipose tissue.
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ADIPOSE TISSUE is one of the major sites for the conversion of carbohydrate to fat in mammals (1, 2). The catabolism of glucose during fat synthesis has been quantitatively evaluated in rat adipose tissue. Agreement between the estimated pathway flows obtained by different methods was remarkably good (3, 4).

These studies showed that the generation of reducing equivalents during the formation of acetyl CoA from glucose exceeds by far the requirement for reducing equivalents in the reductive synthesis of FA, glycerophosphate, and lactate. This evidence, together with the decrease observed in the oxidation of endogenous substrates during fat synthesis from glucose (3), was interpreted to show that the conversion of glucose to fat is an energy-yielding process for the cell which carries out this transformation (3, 5–7). This does not detract from the fact that for the whole organism conversion of carbohydrate to storage fat results in a loss of some 10% of the caloric content, because of the ATP requirement in FA synthesis (5).

The purpose of this theoretical article is to present a quantitative analysis of the energy metabolism associated with the conversion of carbohydrate to fat. The arguments are based mainly on published data with some new experimental evidence presented in support.

When glucose conversion to fat is proceeding at a maximal rate, enough ATP is generated to sustain the basic metabolic activity of the fat cells. Because the energy expenditure is limited in the absence of uncoupling of oxidative phosphorylation, synthesis of fat from glucose in intact adipose tissue appears as a self-limiting process. With this insight a new concept can be ad-

Abbreviations: Ac., acetate; FA, fatty acid(s); FFA, free fatty acid(s); G, Gluc., glucose; G-6-P, glucose-6-phosphate; Ins., insulin; Lact., lactate; Mal., malate; Mal. Cy., malate cycle; µg-at., µg-atom(s); OA, oxaloacetate; Obs., observed; Pent. Cy., pentose cycle; Pyr., pyruvate; S, substrate; Tr.-P, triose-phosphate(s).
CONVERSION OF GLUCOSE TO FA

A) with Malate Cycle

B) without Malate Cycle

Fig. 1. Production and utilization of reducing equivalents as one acetyl CoA is formed from glucose and incorporated into FA. The oxidized and reduced forms of the coenzymes which transport these reducing equivalents are: NAD⁺, O; NADH, ●; NADP⁺, G; and NADPH, □. In Fig. 1A, one reducing equivalent for FA synthesis is obtained by transfer from NADH to NADP⁺ through the reactions of the Mal. Cy.; the second NADPH required for the incorporation of one acetyl CoA into FA is generated in the Pent. Cy. The stoichiometry shown here neglects (a) the fact that one acetyl CoA per molecule of long-chain FA synthesized requires no reducing equivalent, and (b) the requirement of one reducing equivalent for the synthesis of glycerol-P for each molecule of triglyceride formed.

THE NET METABOLIC ENERGY BALANCE ASSOCIATED WITH THE TRANSFORMATION OF GLUCOSE TO TRIGLYCERIDE

The major metabolic pathways involved in the synthesis of fat from glucose in adipose tissue are outlined in Fig. 1, with special emphasis given to the metabolism of reducing equivalents. The figure incorporates the idea that acetyl CoA leaves the mitochondria in the form of citrate after condensation with oxaloacetate; acetyl CoA is then formed in the cytoplasm by the citrate cleavage enzyme (8–10).

Fig. 1A shows oxaloacetate, the second product formed by the cleavage enzyme, converted to malate by malic dehydrogenase. Malic enzyme then decarboxylates malate to pyruvate, yielding NADPH. Finally, oxaloacetate is regenerated in the mitochondria by pyruvate carboxylase (7), completing a metabolic cycle (double line arrows in Fig. 1A) involving oxaloacetate, malate, and pyruvate. This cycle will be designated hereafter as the “malate cycle.” For each revolution of the malate cycle, one reducing equivalent is transferred from NADH to NADP⁺, at a cost of one ATP, needed for the carboxylation of pyruvate (9). For each molecule of acetyl CoA incorporated into FA, one NADPH is generated by the pentose cycle, and the other by the malate cycle (Fig. 1A). This provides for the reoxidation of the NAD⁺ reduced to NADH by glyceraldehyde-phosphate dehydrogenase during the production of one acetyl CoA from glucose in the Embden-Meyerhof pathway. The reducing equivalent generated by pyruvate dehydrogenase remains available for energy production; its reoxidation takes place through oxidative phosphorylation. This situation corresponds roughly to that encountered in adipose tissue during active lipogenesis, although slightly more than half of the NADPH needed for FA synthesis is generated in the pentose cycle (3, 4).

Rat epididymal fat pads have been incubated in vitro under conditions leading to markedly different rates of flow of intermediates through the major metabolic pathways. Fig. 2 shows these flow rates (3, 6, 13–16)
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the activities of different enzymes participating in lipogenesis and actual flow rates of intermediates through the metabolic pathways involved in converting G to fat in rat adipose tissue. Enzyme activities and intermediate flows are expressed in μmoles/100 mg of adipose tissue per hr. The numbers identify the references from which the data were taken. Circles indicate the activities reported for various enzymes in homogenates of adipose tissue; an arrow between two circles shows the effect of switching the rats from a normal (open circles) to a high carbohydrate diet (solid circles), preceded in some cases by a few days of fasting. The horizontal segments connected by thin lines show the flow of intermediates as determined during in vitro incubations and from pathway estimations performed with adipose tissue under various conditions as indicated by inserts. The vertical segment at left shows the tissue's ability to increase its O2 consumption upon addition of epinephrine in the presence of glucose.

and data on the activity of certain enzymes in extracts of rat adipose tissue (9, 10, 17-22). The figure allows a comparison of these data with the activity of the various pathways during conversion of glucose to fat, maximally stimulated with insulin (3). One sees that all these pathways, except the malate cycle, can operate at higher rates. Similarly, measurements of enzyme activities in tissue extracts give values much higher than those needed during the conversion of glucose to fat, except in the cases of acetyl CoA carboxylase (19, 20) and of FA synthetase (20) where special difficulties are encountered in the assay, especially with regard to the optimal activation of acetyl CoA carboxylase (21). The highest activities for pyruvate carboxylase have been measured in extracts from lyophilized tissue preparations (23), using an assay system containing acetyl CoA at a concentration (0.75 mM) much higher than would be expected in the cell; also the apparent Ka for acetyl CoA appears sensitive to experimental conditions (24).

Similar flows of intermediates through the malate cycle were observed under the following three different conditions of FA synthesis: from glucose (3), from glucose plus acetate (6), and from pyruvate (13). In the presence of glucose and insulin, the further addition of acetate increased the flows through all the major pathways, except the malate cycle. This cycle contributed also similar amounts of NADPH in the experiments with pyruvate where it is essentially the sole source of NADPH for FA synthesis (13); in the absence of glucose, the pentose cycle is negligible in adipose tissue where glycogen stores are very small (14).

To explain the similarity in the flow through the malate cycle under such different conditions, one must assume that in each case its maximal capacity is reached. Apparently, the malate cycle is the first pathway to reach saturation, probably due to the low activity of pyruvate carboxylase. Reaching this saturation point does not, by itself, limit the conversion of glucose to fat. The process can proceed according to the second scheme shown in Fig. 1, as indicated by the fact that the pentose cycle produces more than half (3, 4), and in the presence of dinitrophenol most (25), of the NADPH necessary for FA synthesis from glucose.

In Fig. 1B, the pentose cycle provides all the reducing equivalents for FA synthesis; for each molecule of acetyl CoA produced from glucose and converted to FA, two NADPH are generated in the pentose cycle, and two NAD+ become loaded with reducing equivalents generated by glyceraldehydephosphate dehydrogenase and pyruvate dehydrogenase. Their reoxidation is essential if conversion of glucose to FA is to proceed and must be accomplished through oxidative phosphorylation (3). In Fig. 1B the reducing equivalent generated in the cytoplasm is carried to the mitochondria by malate (25), which readily penetrates into these organelles (26).

We may now compare the number of high energy bonds necessary for FA synthesis with the number of high energy bonds generated during the process. The calculations presented in Table 1 show the production and utilization of high energy bonds relative to the incorporation of one molecule of acetyl CoA into FA. The values in Table 1 have been computed for the two stoichiometric conditions shown in Fig. 1. Table 1 also shows results of similar calculations for the synthesis of one molecule of tripalmitin with and without the participation of the malate cycle. In the first case, the malate cycle is assumed to produce 1 mole of NADPH per acetyl CoA converted to FA, the remainder being
produced by the pentose cycle; in the second case, all the NADPH for FA synthesis is generated in the pentose cycle.

Under all the conditions described, more reducing equivalents are generated than are utilized for reducing acetyl CoA to FA. As shown in the pathway estimation of Flatt and Ball (3), the reducing equivalents produced in excess of those required for reductive biosynthesis are reoxidized by oxygen. Fisher and Ball found no uncoupling of oxidative phosphorylation even in adipose tissue of hyperthyroid rats incubated with lipolytic agents (27). Thus, the number of high energy bonds formed can be estimated by the P:O ratio.

Fisher and Ball (27) estimated this ratio in intact adipose tissue by relating consumption of oxygen to reesterification of FFA formed by lipolysis. They obtained a value of 2.42, considered to be low. Furthermore it should be compared with the theoretical P:O ratio of 2.85, since under their conditions FA are probably the major substrates used for energy production. It therefore appears reasonable to adopt the theoretical value of 3 for the P:O ratio in our calculations.

Adding the high energy bonds formed by oxidative phosphorylation to those produced by phosphorylation at the substrate level gives the total number generated during the conversion of glucose to fat. The number of high energy bonds utilized, primarily by citrate cleavage enzyme, acetyl CoA carboxylase, and pyruvate carboxylase, is also shown in Table 1. Finally, the net number of high energy bonds gained or expended per acetyl CoA produced from glucose and incorporated into FA, is given as the difference between the results obtained for the metabolism of adipose cells in the presence and in the absence of insulin.

The results of the above calculations are presented in Table 1, in which are combined the estimates made on the basis of the pathway data presented in Fig. 1, and the schemes given in Fig. 1B, assuming both the physiological presence and absence of this cycle. The physiological significance of these yields for the metabolism of adipose cells can be envisioned by recalling that in glycolysis a single high energy bond is gained for each molecule of lactate which is formed from glucose.
Table 1 shows that the two schemes presented in Fig. 1 summarize well the energy metabolism during the conversion of glucose to tripalmitin. Because the calculated number of high energy bonds produced in excess during fat synthesis from carbohydrate is necessarily an estimate, the simplified stoichiometries shown in Fig. 1 provide an adequate basis for further discussion. Glycogen synthesis and lactate production also occur in adipose tissue but are minor in comparison to fat synthesis, at least under normal conditions. Furthermore, their effects on the ATP balance are opposite and tend to partially cancel each other out.

The validity of the calculations developed above can be tested against experimental data on the metabolism of adipose tissue (3). To obtain data specific for the energy metabolism associated with the conversion of glucose to fat, one may use the differences in glucose catabolism seen with adipose tissue in which this conversion either is taking place intensively or is practically absent. Such a procedure largely eliminates metabolic transformations which are not related to this conversion (5). The flows of intermediates derived from glucose in the “control” tissue (no insulin) have, therefore, been subtracted from those determined in the tissue incubated with insulin (see Fig. 3 of reference 3). The differences obtained provided the basis for the final set of calculations presented in Table 1.

The balance of the reducing equivalents in the experiments with insulin showed that 63% of the NADPH required for FA synthesis had been generated in the pentose cycle (3). This indicates that in adipose tissue the situation is intermediate between the two cases illustrated in Fig. 1, although clearly closer to case A than case B. Inspection of Table 1 confirms this.

As calculated from the pathway estimation data on the catabolism of glucose, 2.1 μmoles of ATP must be produced by oxidative phosphorylation per μmole of acetyl CoA converted to FA. This corresponds to an increase in oxygen consumption of \( \frac{2.1}{3.0 \times 2} = 0.35 \) μmoles of O2, agreeing with the observed increase of 0.44 μmoles. The high energy bonds produced in excess during the transformation of glucose to fat amount to 1.8 per molecule of acetyl CoA converted to FA. This is in good agreement with the ATP balance established by Rognstad and Katz (see experiment A of reference 4) for adipose tissue incubated in the presence of glucose and insulin. For 100 μmoles of glucose catabolized, and 293 μg-atoms of glucose-C incorporated into FA, the amount of ATP produced exceeded by 163 the number of μmoles of ATP utilized. From these figures, a yield of 1.1 μmoles of ATP per μmole of acetyl CoA can be calculated.

Since FA synthesis in the presence of insulin resulted in the incorporation of 4.45 μg-atoms of glucose-C per 100 mg of tissue per hr (3), some 2.23 \( \times \) 1.8 = 4.0 μmoles of high energy bonds were generated in the process. From the data of Katz and Rognstad (4) it can be calculated that 2.9 and 2.7 μmoles of high energy bonds were gained per 100 mg of tissue per hr from the metabolism of glucose (experiment A) or glucose plus acetate (experiment B). Thus, net ATP yields on a tissue weight basis were almost identical in the two experiments (4) where lipogenesis was fully induced.

The increase in high energy bond production from glucose upon addition of insulin was compensated by a decrease in production of energy by oxidation of endogenous substrate, primarily FA (3). For each μmole of acetyl CoA generated from glucose and converted to FA, the amount of CO2 evolved from endogenous precursors was reduced by 0.25 μg-atoms. Since the RQ for FA oxidation is approximately 0.7, this is equivalent to 0.25 \( \times \) 0.7 = 0.36 μmoles of O2. The production of high energy bonds by oxidation of endogenous FA was, therefore, diminished by 0.36 \( \times \) 2 \( \times \) 3.0 = 2.1 μmoles. This figure counterbalances very well with the estimated gain of 1.8 μmoles of ATP for each two-carbon unit of glucose converted to fat.

We can now analyze how the metabolism of adipose tissue may be influenced by the energy-yielding nature of this process. In the absence of uncoupling, the process must come to a limit when no more ADP is available for oxidative phosphorylation. To evaluate the upper limit for the process, the yield in high energy bonds is graphically represented in Fig. 3 as a function of FA synthesis from glucose. The line going through the origin was constructed using a slope of 1.0, the number of high energy bonds generated in excess per acetyl CoA of glucose converted to FA (Table 2) according to scheme A of Fig. 1. In attempting to estimate the upper limit of the process the metabolic situation with the lower ATP yield must be considered first.

As we have seen earlier (Fig. 2), the malate cycle appears to be the first pathway to reach saturation. Once the full capacity of this cycle is reached, conversion can only proceed according to scheme B of Fig. 1; in this case the excess in high energy bond production (Table 1) amounts to 5 μmoles/acetyl CoA converted to FA. In Fig. 3, the line illustrating the ATP yield changes to a slope of 5 at a point determined on the basis of the rate of FA synthesis observed with pyruvate; under these conditions the malate cycle, furnishing all the NADPH for the synthesis, can be expected to operate at its full capacity (Fig. 2). Kneer and Ball (13) observed for 100 mg of tissue an incorporation of 1.86 μg-atoms of pyruvate-C into FA per hr. Assuming a requirement of
from glucose-U-14C into FA by adipose tissue incubated in vitro. The synthesis, based on the consumption of 1 mole of oxygen, is the amount of ATP used by adipose tissue in the absence of fat synthesis and is based on the assumption that this cycle works at its full capacity during fat synthesis from pyruvate, generating 0.875 μmoles of NADPH per μg-atom of pyruvate-C found to be incorporated into FA in the experiments of Kneer and Ball (13). Therefore, the heavy line shows the amounts of ATP generated as a function of the amount of fat synthesized from glucose.

The distance between the abscissa and the upper horizontal line is the amount of ATP used by adipose tissue in the absence of fat synthesis, based on the consumption of 1 μmole of O₂ per 100 mg of tissue per hr. The distance between the abscissa and the lower horizontal line shows the suppressible production of ATP by the malate cycle. The maximal capacity of the malate cycle is based on the assumption that this cycle works at its full capacity during fat synthesis from pyruvate, generating 0.875 μmoles of NADPH per μg-atom of pyruvate-C found to be incorporated into FA in the experiments of Kneer and Ball (13). Therefore, the heavy line shows the amounts of ATP generated as a function of the amount of fat synthesized from glucose.

The number of reducing equivalents required per μg-atom of acetyl CoA incorporated into FA, the malate cycle's capacity can be estimated at 1.86 × 0.875 = 1.63 μmoles of NADPH per 100 mg per hr (the corresponding value, calculated from the data of Fig. 5, is 1.66). The line's breaking point could also have been based on the pathway estimation data (3): 4.45 μg-atoms of glucose-C were incorporated into FA per 100 mg of tissue in 1 hr. The NADPH requirement for FA synthesis was 4.45 × 0.875 = 3.90 μmoles, of which 2.35 were generated in the pentose cycle, leaving 1.55 μmoles of NADPH to be contributed by the malate cycle.

We may estimate the expenditure of high energy bonds in adipose tissue in the absence of FA synthesis from the oxygen consumption data in the experiments of Flatt and Ball (3). The tissue incubated without insulin consumed 1.15 μmoles of oxygen per hr while incorporating 0.68 μg-atoms of glucose-C into FA. After addition of insulin, the increase in O₂ consumption amounted to 0.22 μmoles of O₂ per μg-atom of additional glucose-C converted to FA; the basic oxygen requirement can, therefore, be estimated to be 1.15 − (0.68 × 0.22) = 1.0 μmoles of O₂ per 100 mg of tissue per hr. This corresponds to an expenditure of 6 μmoles of high energy bonds. The maximal rate of fat synthesis from glucose would, therefore, be attained when a like amount of high energy bonds is yielded by the conversion of glucose to fat. As shown in Fig. 3 (horizontal line at the level of 6 μmoles of hgh energy bonds), this limit corresponds to the incorporation into FA of about 2.5 μmoles of acetyl CoA derived from glucose per 100 mg of tissue in 1 hr. However, adipose tissue contains fat cells as well as stromal-vascular cells. Obviously, the high energy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fed Rats*</th>
<th>Fasted Rats†</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Glucose uptake</td>
<td>20.85 ± 2.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorporation of Gluc-14C into FA</td>
<td>8.40 ± 1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total CO₂ production</td>
<td>8.25 ± 0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorporation of Gluc-14C into CO₂</td>
<td>7.55 ± 1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endogenous CO₂</td>
<td>0.70 ± 0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exogenous CO₂</td>
<td>(0.2 &gt; P &gt; 0.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total CO₂</td>
<td>0.089 ± 0.059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production of lactic acid</td>
<td>1.85 ± 0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Release of glycerol</td>
<td>1.85 ± 0.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Seven experiments.
† Six experiments.

In incubations (120 min) were performed in Krebs-Ringer bicarbonate buffer containing glucose-U-14C (10 mM) and insulin (10 μU/ml). The total production of CO₂ was determined manometrically (38). The data for adipose tissue of fed rats are taken from Flatt and Ball (6), and those for tissue of fasted rats from identical experiments (unpublished), performed concomitantly with rats of the same batch, but fasted for the 16 hr (1 night) preceding this experiment. Since rats eat mostly at night, this is practically equivalent to a fasting period of 1 day. The fasting rats weighed an average of 25 g less than the fed animals. For a detailed description of the experimental procedure, see reference 6. The P values show the probabilities that the endogenous CO₂ is not significantly different from zero and the P* value, the probability that the ratio of endogenous to total CO₂ is not increased by fasting.

TABLE 2  EFFECT OF FASTING ON FATTY ACID SYNTHESIS AND ON OXIDATION OF ENDOWENOUS SUBSTRATES BY ADIPOSE TISSUE

---

Fig. 3. Number of high energy bonds (or ATP) formed during FA synthesis from G. As long as the Mal. Cy. participates (Fig. 1A), 1 μmole of ATP is yielded per μmole of acetyl CoA derived from G and incorporated into FA (Table 1). When the conversion of G to FA synthesis exceeds the capacity of the Mal. Cy. (Fig. 1B), the ATP yield becomes 5 (Table 1). The maximal capacity of the Mal. Cy. is based on the assumption that this cycle works at its full capacity during fat synthesis from pyruvate, generating 0.875 μmoles of NADPH per μg-atom of pyruvate-C found to be incorporated into FA in the experiments of Kneer and Ball (13). Thus, the heavy line shows the amounts of ATP generated as a function of the amount of fat synthesized from glucose.

The distance between the abscissa and the upper horizontal line is the amount of ATP used by adipose tissue in the absence of fat synthesis, based on the consumption of 1 μmole of O₂ per 100 mg of tissue per hr. The distance between the abscissa and the lower horizontal line shows the suppressible production of ATP by the malate cycle. The maximal capacity of the malate cycle is based on the assumption that this cycle works at its full capacity during fat synthesis from pyruvate, generating 0.875 μmoles of NADPH per μg-atom of pyruvate-C found to be incorporated into FA in the experiments of Kneer and Ball (13). Thus, the heavy line shows the amounts of ATP generated as a function of the amount of fat synthesized from glucose.

The number of reducing equivalents required per μg-atom of acetyl CoA incorporated into FA, the malate cycle's capacity can be estimated at 1.86 × 0.875 = 1.63 μmoles of NADPH per 100 mg per hr (the corresponding value, calculated from the data of Fig. 5, is 1.66). The line's breaking point could also have been based on the pathway estimation data (3): 4.45 μg-atoms of glucose-C were incorporated into FA per 100 mg of tissue in 1 hr. The NADPH requirement for FA synthesis was 4.45 × 0.875 = 3.90 μmoles, of which 2.35 were generated in the pentose cycle, leaving 1.55 μmoles of NADPH to be contributed by the malate cycle.

We may estimate the expenditure of high energy bonds in adipose tissue in the absence of FA synthesis from the oxygen consumption data in the experiments of Flatt and Ball (3). The tissue incubated without insulin consumed 1.15 μmoles of oxygen per hr while incorporating 0.68 μg-atoms of glucose-C into FA. After addition of insulin, the increase in O₂ consumption amounted to 0.22 μmoles of O₂ per μg-atom of additional glucose-C converted to FA; the basic oxygen requirement can, therefore, be estimated to be 1.15 − (0.68 × 0.22) = 1.0 μmoles of O₂ per 100 mg of tissue per hr. This corresponds to an expenditure of 6 μmoles of high energy bonds. The maximal rate of fat synthesis from glucose would, therefore, be attained when a like amount of high energy bonds is yielded by the conversion of glucose to fat. As shown in Fig. 3 (horizontal line at the level of 6 μmoles of hgh energy bonds), this limit corresponds to the incorporation into FA of about 2.5 μmoles of acetyl CoA derived from glucose per 100 mg of tissue in 1 hr. However, adipose tissue contains fat cells as well as stromal-vascular cells. Obviously, the high energy

---

The number of reducing equivalents required per μg-atom of C incorporated into FA has been calculated from the data in Table 1 of Foster and Katz (28), which gives the percentages of ¹H₁H incorporated by adipose tissue incubated in vitro from glucose-¹H₁H into various FA (identified by gas-liquid chromatography). The distribution of C newly incorporated into the FA was calculated from their data. The number of reducing equivalents required for the synthesis of a mixture of FA of this composition was then computed and divided by the number of μg-atoms of C in the mixture. This led to a requirement of 0.875 μmoles of reducing equivalents per μg-atom of C incorporated into FA, exactly equivalent to the requirement for reducing equivalents during palmitate synthesis. We used this value in our calculations.
bonds generated during fat synthesis from glucose within adipose cells cannot serve to cover the energy requirement in the stromal-vascular cells. The limit in conversion of glucose to fat must, therefore, be less than 2.5 μmoles of acetyl CoA.

When intensive fat synthesis from glucose is elicited by addition of insulin, there is a reduction in the CO₂ produced from endogenous FA (3). The observed decrease of 0.48 μmoles of CO₂ per 100 mg of adipose tissue per hr corresponds to a consumption of 0.48 \( \times \frac{2}{7} = 0.68 \) μmoles of O₂, with a concomitant production of 0.68 \( \times 2 \times 3.0 = 4.1 \) μmoles of high energy bonds; this latter amount is equivalent to two-thirds of the tissue’s oxygen consumption in the absence of fat synthesis. Since Rodbell (29) found that about half of the adipose tissue protein content is associated with adipocytes, the above figure probably corresponds to the energy expenditure in the fat cells themselves. Thus, in the fat cells the decrease in oxidation of endogenous FA must be much more complete than is reflected by data on the O₂ consumption of whole adipose tissue with its mixed cell population. Evidently, at maximal stimulation by insulin, almost all the energy for maintaining the basic metabolic activities in the adipocytes is provided by the conversion of glucose to fat.

In the present analysis, the above value of 4.1 μmoles for the utilization of high energy bonds in 100 mg of adipose tissue per hr appears most appropriate for estimating the upper limit in conversion of glucose to fat. As shown by Fig. 3 (horizontal line at the 4.1 level), the highest possible rate now corresponds to the incorporation into FA of 2.1 μmoles of acetyl CoA (derived from glucose) per 100 mg of tissue in 1 hr. A similar evaluation, using a P:O ratio of 2.42 (27) instead of 3.0, leads to an estimated maximal rate of 2.3.

Our approach is, therefore, not dependent on an accurate knowledge of the actual P:O ratio. The close agreement of these values with that of 2.2 measured experimentally by Flatt and Ball (3) leads to an important conclusion: conversion of glucose to fat in adipose tissue is limited by the tissue’s ability to use the high energy bonds produced in excess during this process. This conclusion is consistent with the evidence (Fig. 2) indicating that no pathway or enzyme supplying the precursors or the co-factors for FA synthesis from glucose reaches its point of saturation during this conversion.

When acetate is provided in addition to glucose and insulin, the rates of FA synthesis exceed those encountered during conversion of glucose alone to fat (4, 6, 15, 30). This shows that acetyl CoA carboxylase does not control the conversion of glucose to fat, since the supply of acetyl CoA becomes limiting before the enzyme is saturated (6, 15). Quantitative pathway estimations show that the availability of acetate leads to a 60–80% increase in the flow of intermediates through the pentose cycle (4, 6). Thus, this cycle operates far below its maximal capacity when glucose is the sole substrate available for fat synthesis. The cycle’s activity must be closely related to the amounts of NADP⁺ made available by removal of reducing equivalents from NADPH; Katz and Rognstad demonstrated (31) that this removal occurs exclusively through FA synthesis. However, the malate cycle also requires NADP⁺. The fact that the malate cycle apparently reaches its full capacity long before the pentose cycle does, implies that the malate cycle must be strongly favored in the competition for NADP⁺. The experiments reported in Fig. 4 were performed to explore this aspect. The results indicate that malic enzyme has the highest activity and the best affinity for NADP⁺. Thus, malic enzyme appears easily able to secure a large enough share of the NADP⁺ to account for the malate cycle’s rate of operation.

![Fig. 4. Lineweaver-Burke plot relative to NADP for 3 NADP-linked dehydrogenases of rat adipose tissue. Three cuvettes were prepared to contain in a total volume of 2.3 ml: triethanolamine-HCl (pH 7.5; 112 μmoles), MgCl₂ (17 μmoles), EDTA (4.4 μmoles), adipose tissue homogenate (supernatant 100,000 g × 30 min) equivalent to 4.8 mg of adipose tissue, and either Na malate (11 μmoles), Na 6-P-gluconate (4.4 μmoles), or Na 6-P-gluconate (4.4 μmoles) plus Na G-6-P (2.2 μmoles).](https://www.jlr.org/article/10.1172/jlr.V52N1.P137/fig4)
IMPAIRMENT OF LIPOGENESIS IN THE FASTING STATE

Fasting leads to a marked impairment of lipogenesis, and even in the presence of large amounts of insulin (15, 32) the conversion of glucose to fat in adipose tissue cannot be restored to normal values. The results of numerous investigations have been interpreted to indicate that the reaction catalyzed by acetyl CoA carboxylase is probably the rate-limiting step in FA synthesis (33, 34). However, DelBoca and Flatt (15) recently showed that in adipose tissue of fed or fasting rats fat synthesis is greater in the presence of glucose and acetate than in the presence of glucose alone, at insulin concentrations of 60, 120, and 10^4 μU/ml. These findings also support the view that FA synthesis in intact adipose tissue is limited by the tissue's ability to form acetyl CoA from glucose (6, 15). Furthermore, the effects of acetate are greater in adipose tissue of fasting rats; the impairment of lipogenesis during fasting appears, therefore, to be due primarily to a reduced ability to produce acetyl CoA from glucose (15).

The realization that the conversion of glucose to fat is an energy-yielding process may prove particularly useful in understanding the reasons for the marked impairment in lipogenesis associated with fasting. Examination of Fig. 3 suggests the following two changes which could reduce the ability of adipose tissue to synthesize fat from glucose: (a) a decrease of the malate cycle's capacity, and (b) a reduction in the tissue's ability to shut down the oxidation of endogenous FA.

The latter possibility is appealing because during fasting a general and extensive increase in the concentration of FFA occurs in most tissues (35). Felber, Zaragoza, Grassi, Moody, and Vannotti (36) observed that adding FFA to the incubation medium facilitates fat synthesis from glucose. Their explanation was that the FFA, being taken up by the tissue and esterified, required ATP for their activation and NADH for the synthesis of glycerophosphate; this would facilitate the degradation of glucose to acetyl CoA and, hence, increase lipogenesis. However, FFA added to the incubation medium may have effects quite different from those of FFA already present throughout the cells (30), as in the tissue of fasting animals. In adipose tissue of fasting animals, lipolysis proceeds at an appreciable rate which is not decreased by insulin in the usual manner (37). The availability of FFA for oxidation may therefore be markedly greater in adipose tissue from fasting rats.

The experiments described in Table 2 are relevant to this point; they were performed in a Warburg apparatus under conditions permitting measurement of the total CO₂ production (38). Adipose tissue obtained from rats fed ad lib. or fasted for 16 hr was incubated in the presence of glucose and insulin (1000 μU/ml). The considerable reduction of FA synthesis from glucose strikingly illustrates the effect of fasting. The data are especially pertinent because they show that the oxidation of endogenous substrate is 1.36 μmoles/2 hr per 100 mg of tissue taken from fasting rats, a value nearly twice the 0.70 μmoles produced by the tissue of fed rats. The production of endogenous CO₂ was determined by subtracting the μmoles of ^14CO₂ produced from glucose-U-^14C from the total CO₂ production measured manometrically (itself the difference between the initial and final CO₂ + HCO₃⁻ content of the vessel); thus, the experimental variations affecting these results were relatively large, and the amounts of endogenous CO₂ produced were not statistically different. One may note that with tissue from fasting rats the total CO₂ production was significantly larger than the ^14CO₂ produced from glucose-U-^14C. This was not the case with fed rats (Table 2). Moreover, the ratio of endogenous to total CO₂ is higher in the tissues obtained from fasting animals. The results of Table 2 thus support the idea that oxidation of endogenous FA in adipose tissue is not suppressed as efficiently in fasting rats as in fed rats, during fat synthesis from glucose.

The lack of curtailment of endogenous FA oxidation may reflect the tissue's inability to increase sufficiently the conversion of glucose to fat to provide adequate amounts of high energy bonds. Alternatively, the inability to shut off endogenous FA oxidation may prevent lipogenesis from reaching a normal rate. Supporting the second explanation is the fact that when adipose tissue from fasted rats is incubated with glucose, the addition of insulin to the medium causes an abnormally large increase in the lactate:pyruvate ratio (15). This reflects a marked increase in the cytoplasmic NADH: NAD⁺ ratio (39) and indicates that under these conditions more reducing equivalents tend to be generated than can be utilized.

Herrera, Philipps, and Renold (32) have observed that a prolonged in vitro incubation (4.5–24 hr) of adipose tissue obtained from rats fasted for 96 hr could largely restore the tissue's ability to convert glucose to fat, but only under conditions tending to decrease lipolysis (40). In the framework of our discussion, the prolonged incubation may be considered to have depleted the endogenous FFA present in the tissue. As a result, the conversion of glucose to fat would be less hindered by the production of energy through oxidation of preformed FA.

The ability of adipose tissue to synthesize fat from pyruvate also decreases during fasting (41, 42; Fig. 5). Unlike the situation with glucose, the conversion of pyruvate to fat obviously will not force the generation of an excess of high energy bonds. Thus, a limiting factor other than that found in the case of glucose must...
be considered. Lack of reducing equivalents in the cytoplasmin cannot be the cause of this decrease in FA synthesis since the proportion of pyruvate converted to lactate increases markedly during fasting (42). This attests to the tissue's ability to supply the cytoplasmin with reducing equivalents generated in the mitochondria.

DelBoca and Flatt (15) reported that, in the presence of 10⁴ μU of insulin per ml, acetyl CoA from glucose was incorporated into FA at rates of 2.89 ± 0.33 and 1.32 ± 0.09 μmoles/hr per 100 mg of tissue taken from fed and 48-hr-fasted rats, respectively. These rates are approximately three times higher than those shown in Fig. 5 for FA synthesis from pyruvate, obtained under similar conditions. Thus, the enzymes involved in the transfer of acetyl CoA to the cytoplasm and in the synthesis of FA from acetyl CoA are not challenged maximally during FA synthesis from pyruvate. These considerations suggest that fasting causes a decrease in the ability of the malate cycle to furnish NADPH for FA synthesis. When plotted on a semilogarithmic scale (Fig. 5), the synthesis of FA from pyruvate appears to decrease almost exponentially during the first days of fasting. An exponential decrease in a metabolic function could be explained by the degradation of a rate-limiting enzyme, in this case possibly pyruvate carboxylase, the least active of the three enzymes of the malate cycle (Fig. 2).

A decrease in the rate of operation of the malate cycle will shift the breaking point in Fig. 3 to the left. Consequently, the overproduction of high energy bonds during conversion of glucose to fat will more rapidly satisfy the ATP requirement of the adipose cells, thus reducing their maximal capacity to convert glucose to fat.

These and some other changes caused by fasting which affect the energy metabolism of adipose tissue are illustrated in Fig. 6. The point where the slope of the ATP yield changes from 1 to 5 μmoles/μ mole of acetyl CoA (from glucose) converted to FA is displaced to the left. From the experiments described in Fig. 5, one would expect this displacement to become more accentuated as the fasting period extends. In addition, the number of high energy bonds which can be absorbed by the basic metabolism of the fat cells is lower. This is due primarily to the greater rate of oxidation of endogenous substrate, while the effects related to changes in glycerol and lactate releases are of lesser importance and partially cancel each other out. No direct experimental data are available to show whether this second type of interference with the conversion of glucose to fat assumes more importance when the fasting period becomes longer.

Jungas and Ball (43) observed that 3 days of fasting led to a 40% reduction in the O₂ consumption of rat adipose tissue, incubated in vitro in the absence of glucose and insulin. However, it can be calculated from their data on glycerol and FFA formation that this reduction is almost entirely due to the reesterification of FFA. This process takes place at an appreciable rate in the tissues of the fed rats (presumably at the expense of glycogen stores), but it is practically absent in the tissues of the fasted rats. Thus, fasting does not affect the basic energy expenditure enough to significantly influence our calculations.

Fig. 6 also serves to predict the rate of FA synthesis in tissue of fasted rats incubated with a high dose of insulin. In view of the number of different data employed in this evaluation, the agreement between "predicted" and "observed" rates of FA synthesis in the tissue of the fasting animals is reasonably close. Thus, Fig. 6 demonstrates that the alterations caused by fasting, when their combined effects on the energy metabolism of adipose tissue are considered, provide an explanation for the decrease in the lipogenic capacity of adipose tissue during the early stages of fasting.

**DISCUSSION**

If conversion of glucose to fat is limited by the production of ATP, it should be possible to enhance this con-
...reesterification (7 pmoles of synthesis in tissue of fasting rats, determines the maximal pre-
comparison.

...production of lactic acid (15), and hence of ATP, was considered
consumed, and 2.85 is the theoretical P:O ratio for palmitate oxida-
lation in the amount of ATP which can be utilized
...reduction in the amount of ATP which can be utilized...in the figure) were evaluated in the following manner. (a) The ability to curtail the oxidation of endogenous FA during fat synthesis was found to be decreased by 0.33 μmoles of CO₂ per 100 mg per hr in adipose tissue of rats fasted for 1 day (Table 2). In the absence of other data, we will use the above value to estimate the reduction in the amount of ATP which can be utilized in tissue of rats fasted for 2 days: \( \frac{0.33 \times 2 	imes 2.85}{0.7} = 2.77 \) μmoles/100 mg/hr.

100 mg per hr (where 0.7 is the RQ for FA oxidation, 2 is the number of reducing equivalents oxidized per μ mole of O₂ consumed, and 2.85 is the theoretical P:O ratio for palmitate oxidation [27]). (b) The increase of 0.5 μmoles/100 mg per hr in the production of lactic acid (15), and hence of ATP, was considered to reduce the utilizable ATP by a like amount. (c) The increase of 0.1 μmoles/100 mg per hr in the release of glycerol (15) reflects a greater ATP expenditure for reesterification (7 μmoles of ATP per 1 μmole of glycerol [27]), considered to augment the utilizable ATP by 0.7 μmoles/100 mg per hr.

The estimated amount of ATP (generated by conversion of G to fat) which adipose tissue of rats fasted for 48 hr is able to utilize, is shown by a horizontal line. Its intersection with the broken line, which shows the ATP production as a function of FA synthesis in tissue of fasting rats, determines the maximal predicted rate of G conversion to fat. The rate observed experimentally, in the presence of 10⁴ μU/ml of Ins. (15), is shown for comparison.

version with uncoupling agents. However, these would have to be added in concentrations sufficiently low to leave ATP available in amounts adequate to drive the various reactions requiring high energy bonds. Since uncoupling agents are lipophilic substances and since adipose tissue contains so much lipid, favorable concentrations may not readily be achieved (25). It is, therefore, not surprising that in experiments with dinitrophenol only decreases in the conversion of glucose to fat were observed (25).

Adipose tissue has a tendency to reesterify the FFA formed by lipolysis. Thus epinephrine, by stimulating lipolysis (44) and hence reesterification at a considerable expense of ATP (16, 27), has an effect which may be compared to that of an uncoupling agent in the context of this discussion. When epinephrine is added at concentrations sufficient to elicit considerable lipolysis and high rates of ATP expenditure for reesterification, there is a marked decrease in fat synthesis (2). However, with only 0.2 μg of epinephrine per ml of incubation medium an increase in glucose conversion to fat has been observed (3) which can be predicted quantitatively from the changes in energy metabolism caused by epinephrine (see below and Fig. 7).

Using acetate as a substrate, adipose tissue may either gain or expend high energy bonds, depending on the relative proportions of acetate oxidized to CO₂ or converted to FA. Thus, experiments (6, 15) on the effects of acetate on the conversion of glucose to fat provide yet another test of our analysis. Assuming that the conversion of glucose to FA is limited by the tissue's ability to use the generated ATP, an increased expenditure of 1 μmole of ATP (from utilization of acetate or through FFA reesterification triggered by epinephrine) should permit an extra 0.2 μmoles of acetyl CoA (derived from glucose) to be converted to FA. The changes in the rate of glucose conversion to FA due to acetate utilization or to epinephrine addition were calculated on this basis. The ratios of “predicted change”:“observed change” in the incorporation of glucose-C into FA are shown as a function of the rate of glucose conversion to FA in the absence of acetate (Fig. 7). A ratio of 1.0 will be obtained if the prediction is perfect. As shown in Fig. 7, the predictions are completely wrong at low rates of conversion of glucose to FA; this is, of course, expected since under these conditions the conversion of glucose to fat generates insignificant amounts of ATP.

With the highest rate of FA synthesis encountered in these experiments, the incorporation of glucose-C into FA was depressed by the presence of acetate, although an increase was predicted. Thus, in the experiments with glucose plus acetate (but without implying the same for the experiments with glucose alone) some factor other than ATP utilization must have been limiting. Since FA synthesis from glucose plus acetate was 20% higher than that with glucose alone, the pathway from acetyl CoA to FA was still not saturated in the absence of...
acetate. The decrease in glucose-C conversion to FA in the presence of acetate may be related to the greatly increased demand for NADPH generation through the pentose cycle (4, 6). A limitation could arise in the pentose cycle or in the supply of glucose-6-phosphate, or else by saturation of the FA synthesizing pathway.

But Fig. 7 shows also that for high synthesis rates from glucose (except for the extreme case just considered) the action of acetate is well explained by its effects on the energy balance.

Consideration should be given here to two alternative mechanisms which may be considered important in determining the upper limit for the conversion of glucose to fat. Firstly, Schmidt and Katz (45) have suggested that the a-glycerophosphate shuttle (46) does not operate in adipose tissue for the transfer of reducing equivalents from the cytoplasm to the mitochondria. When the malate cycle becomes saturated, inability to reoxidize NADH formed by glyceraldehyde-phosphate dehydrogenase could prevent further formation of acetyl CoA from glucose. Secondly, it may be envisioned that the transfer of acetyl CoA via citrate from the mitochondria to the cytoplasm, and hence FA synthesis, is limited by the production of oxaloacetate by pyruvate carboxylase. These two mechanisms would be compatible with the increase in total FA synthesis observed upon supplying acetate in addition to glucose without change in the malate cycle flow, since acetate may be activated to acetyl CoA in the cytoplasm. They fail, however, to account for the increase in glucose-C incorporation into FA elucidated by acetate or epinephrine (Fig. 7; 4, 6, 15).

The discussion so far has dealt only with the maximal rate of fat synthesis from glucose, as observed in the presence of insulin concentrations above the physiological range. The proportion of glucose-C incorporated into FA in the presence of physiological concentrations of insulin (15) decreases in fasting tissue, largely because of an increased conversion of pyruvate to lactate (Fig. 8). An increase in the proportion of pyruvate diverted to lactate is particularly important when the uptake of glucose is stimulated only to a limited extent by insulin. The lactate/pyruvate ratios reflect an abnormal rise in the NADH/NAD+ ratio (35) in tissue of fasting rats when the production of reducing equivalents, through conversion of glucose to fat, is initiated by addition of insulin in vitro (15). This ratio can be lowered, particularly in tissue obtained from fasting rats, by providing acetate in addition to glucose in the incubation medium (15). This promptly reduces the proportion of pyruvate diverted to lactate and improves the conversion of glucose to FA (Fig. 8). In the fasting state, due to the presence of large amounts of FFA, the production of reducing equivalents tends to be excessive, as shown by a trend toward high NADH/NAD+ ratios throughout the organism (35). At the level of adipose tissue, this trend can be viewed as creating an obstacle to the conversion of glucose to fat, since this conversion is an energy-yielding process. Thus, free fatty acids may control the conversion of glucose to fat in adipose tissue by virtue of their being excellent substrates for energy production rather than by inhibiting specific enzymes. During fasting periods, the conversion of carbohydrate to fat must be minimized even though insulin release cannot be completely suppressed if mobilization of depot fat by lipolysis is to remain under control. Insulin controls the rate of FFA mobilization, not only by directly affecting the amount of cyclic AMP which activates the lipases (44, 47), but also by allowing the uptake of some glucose to produce glycero-phosphate for reesterification of FFA (2, 48).
The control of FA synthesis appears to reside in additional or alternative factors. I submit that the obligatory control of FA synthesis, other than depression or inhibition of enzymes directly involved in FA synthesis, appear to be the primary cause for the impairment of lipogenesis in adipose tissue during the early stages of fasting.
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